2011.09.29

Attending: Lance, Eisha, Jim, Sally, Jessica (notes)

1. ANNOUNCEMENTS

Minutes not up yet from last meeting. Lance discussed his new position and possible repercussions, Jessica will remind CDC to give Eisha details of copyright talk for advertising purposes.

2. SPACE/PLACE THEME AND EVENT PLANNING

CU’s 2012 theme is places and spaces, which ties in nicely with our ideas. When contacting presenters/speakers, it might be nice to ask them if they can tie into the theme (ie Ted Dodds). Sally will contact Ted Dodds about doing a presentation. Look at Summon in spring. Jim will think about how to do a presentation on Mann’s work with Africa—what angle? Is there anew approach? “MaAfrica”

3. REVIEW OUR CURRENT EVENTS AND THEIR STATUS

Copyfraud talk, Destination Walk, happy hour postponed to October, Randi still looking into wellness/yoga, Jim will send blurb to Eisha who will do announcement/invitation and send out to cu-lib...

4. DISCUSS SPEAKER REQUEST FROM JOHN SAYLOR

Lance will spearhead this presentation and discuss with John Saylor.

5. CAREER DEVELOPMENT LISTSERVE SUGGESTION FROM CDC

Jessica will recommend to CDC that they take ownership of this great idea.

6. ANYTHING ELSE?

Jessica will look into a reimagined library art show, Picnic, food from your place, locavore, CDWeek during spring break, gallery space for public...